Religious & Biblical Studies
Comparison

Theory in a Time of Excess

A Critical Primer
by Aaron W. Hughes

Beyond Reflection and Explanation in
Religious Studies Scholarship
edited by Aaron W. Hughes

Comparison is held to be one of the central
methods of the academic study of religion.
This book starts with the premise that while
there are good comparisons and bad comparisons, what is common to both is the sheer
artificiality of the enterprise and develops an
analytical framework for using the method in
the context of religious studies. After briefly
tracing the history and genealogy of the category, Hughes draws on his own
extensive work in Judaism and Islam to argue that comparison can be a useful
method, but only under strictly controlled conditions.
128p (Equinox Publishing, October 2017, Concepts in the Study of Religion)
paperback, 9781781795385, $27.95. Special Offer $23.00
hardcover, 9781781795378, $80.00. Special Offer $64.00

Embodiment and Black Religion
Rethinking the Body in African
American Religious Experience
by CERCL Writing Collective
The volume expands current scholarship on
African American religion and embodiment
by going beyond an understanding of black
religion as the “Black Church” and underscoring the variety of religious experiences,
in both marginal religious traditions and
in non-traditional forms of religion. The
sustained and rigorous attention to theories of the body in this volume allows
for a more robust understanding of what the body is.
160p (Equinox Publishing, September 2017)
paperback, 9781781793466, $29.95. Special Offer $24.00
hardcover, 9781781793459, $100.00. Special Offer $80.00

Distributor of
Scholarly Books

What does it mean to “do theory” in the
study of religion today? The book consists of
distinct chapters penned by leading theorists
in the field. The core of the book consists of
statements written by an anthropologist
of religion, a literary theorist, a specialist
in cognitive science of religion, and a
philosopher of religion. Each statement is then followed by shorter response
papers, and concludes with a response by the theorist.
256p (Equinox Publishing, March 2017)
paperback, 9781781794241, $29.95. Special Offer $24.00
hardcover, 9781781794234, $100.00. Special Offer $80.00

Textbook Violence
edited by James R. Lewis, Bengt-Ove
Andreassen and Suzanne Anett Thobro
Textbook Violence offers critical perspectives
on how textbooks deal or not deal with
issues of conflict and violence in religions.
Beyond certain obvious ideological considerations (e.g., nationalism; the interests of
religious pedagogues), there are a number
of different factors shaping representations
of religions in textbooks—from commercial
considerations and statutory stipulations to situations where publishers and
national examination boards work closely together to produce textbooks with
contents keyed to national exams.
256p, 5 illus (Equinox Publishing, June 2017)
paperback, 9781781792599, $29.95. Special Offer $24.00
hardcover, 9781781792582, $100.00. Special Offer $80.00
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Luke on Jesus, Paul 		
and Christianity

From Prophet to Priest
The Characterization of Aaron
in the Pentateuch
by James D. Findlay

What Did He Really Know?
edited by Joseph Verheyden
and John S. Kloppenborg
This volume contains the proceedings of
a conference at the Leuven Centre for the
Study of the Gospels, which studied topics
relating to the social world of earliest Christianity. Contributors were asked to address
the history of research, recent developments
in assessing the relationship between Gospel and Acts and the dating of both
works, and the implications that can be drawn from studying the evidence of
Luke-Acts for reconstructing the life-world of the first Christian communities.
325p (Peeters Publishers, January 2017, Biblical Tools and Studies 29)
hardcover, 9789042934375, $108.00. Special Offer $87.00

This book provides the first full-length
literary and form-critical study of Aaron, a
central yet long-neglected biblical figure.
Utilizing a range of methodologies, the
author offers original conclusions on Aaron’s
depictions by the biblical authors, the dating
and historical settings of the texts where he
appears, the relation of characterization to ideology and context, and how
literary studies can produce fresh and fruitful insights in the future.
431p (Peeters Publishers, March 2017, Contributions to Biblical Exegesis &
Theology 76) paperback, 9789042930940, $60.00. Special Offer $48.00

“Oh God of Battles! Steal My Soldier’s Hearts!”

Insights into Editing in the Hebrew Bible
and the Ancient Near East

A Study of the Hebrew and Greek Text Forms of Jeremiah 10:1–18
by James Seth Adcock

What Does Documented Evidence Tell Us
about the Transmission of Authoritative Texts?
edited by Reinhard Müller and Juha Pakkala
Contributions in this volume by leading scholars approach the issue from
various perspectives, including methodology, textual criticism, redaction
criticism, Dead Sea Scrolls, Assyriology, and Egyptology.
389p (Peeters Publishers, February 2017, Contributions to Biblical Exegesis &
Theology 84) paperback, 9789042933804, $93.00. Special Offer $75.00

This volume represents a comparative analysis of the Greek and Hebrew text
forms of Jer 10:1–18. One finds that the Hebrew text’s ancient battle hymn
has been transformed by the old Greek translator into an apotropaic incantation against evil spirits. Thus, the two text forms of chapter 10 hinge upon
the Aramaic of verse 11 and whether one finds exorcistic magic in its obscure
words or enigmatic condemnation of idolatry from the prophet Jeremiah.
297p (Peeters Publishers, January 2017, Contributions to Biblical Exegesis &
Theology 83) paperback, 9789042933682, $82.00. Special Offer $66.00

The Epistle to the Hebrews

The New Judas

Writing at the Borders
edited by Régis Burnet, Didier Luciani
and Geert Van Oyen

The Case of Nestorius in Ecclesiastical
Politics, 428–451 CE
by George A. Bevan

This volume contains the contributions of a conference
held in 2014. The participants explored the concepts of
border, boundary, and frontier related to Hebrews, not
only in the letter itself, but also in its reception. Within
the Jewish cultural world, did it really hold a marginal
position? Is its nuanced attitude toward the priesthood
and the Temple the first step outside Judaism?
275p (Peeters Publishers, November 2016, Contributions
to Biblical Exegesis & Theology 85) paperback,
9789042933224, $74.00. Special Offer $60.00

This is a new account of the life of Nestorius
(ca. 386-451 CE), the Christological controversy that engulfed him, as well as the critical
imperial interventions into ecclesiastical politics during the period from the First Council of
Ephesus to the Council of Chalcedon.
386p (Peeters Publishers, October 2016, Late
Antique History and Religion 13) hardcover,
9789042932593, $110.00. 		
Special Offer $88.00

Writing to Survive. A Commentary on
Sidonius Apollinaris, Letters Book 7
Volume 2: The Ascetic Letters 12–18
edited by Johannes A. van Waarden 		
and Gavin Kelly
Asceticism, and the antidote it offers to secular
disappointments in fifth-century Gaul, is the
central theme in this correspondence. The letters
only reveal their full significance when read as
ascetic documents mirroring the mentality of the
monks of Lérins.
340p (Peeters Publishers, December 2016, Late
Antique History and Religion 14) hardcover,
9789042933538, $107.00. Special Offer $86.00

Cover and page photo by böhringer friedrich (Own work) [CC BY-SA 2.5 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.5)], via Wikimedia Commons
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Between Tarhuntas
and Zeus Polieus

An Andalusian Arabic Version
of the Four Gospels

Cultural Crossroads in the Temples
and Cults of Graeco-Roman Anatolia
edited by Maria-Paz de Hoz,
Juan Pablo Sánchez Hernández
and Carlos Molina Valero

(Bayer. Staatsbibl., München,
cod. arab. 238)
edited by Hanna E. Kassis

This book studies several ancient Anatolian cults and sanctuaries, focusing on
the process of interaction between local
cultures, Persians, Greeks and Romans. Each
contribution presents a case study with a thorough analysis of the available
epigraphic, numismatic, literary and archaeological evidence.
275p (Peeters Publishers, September 2016, Colloquia Antiqua 17) hardcover,
9789042932654, $113.00. Special Offer $91.00

Studia Patristica. Vol. LXXIV

As the Christian population of Al-Andalus
became increasingly arabicized, the need
for translating their sacred scriptures into
Arabic undoubtedly ensued. Article 26 of
the Fourth Council of Toledo had decreed
that when priests were assigned to their
districts, the bishops were to provide them each with a copy of the Gospels so
that the priests would not err in the application of God’s law and intent. An
Arabic translation of the Scriptures would meet that requirement and satisfy
a growing need of the priesthood and the faithful laity.
438p (Peeters Publishers, September 2016, Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum
Orientalium 663) paperback, 9789042933248, $159.00. Special Offer $128.00

Including Papers presented at the Fifth British
Patristics Conference, London, 3–5 September 2014
edited by M. Vinzent and A. Brent
Contents include: Ancient Lived Religion and the History of Religion in the
Roman Empire; Barlaam and Ioasaph’s Impact on the Apology of Aristides;
Date and Location of Tatian’s Ad Graecos: Some Old and New Thoughts; Lucian
of Samosata’s Death of Peregrinus and Second-Century Christian Martyrdom;
Irenaeus Philosophicus and the Stoic Praemeditatio Malorum; Exceptions and
Mixture in the Text-forms of Origen’s Citations of Romans.
462p (Peeters Publishers, October 2016) paperback, 9789042933156, $138.00.
Special Offer $111.00

The Human Factor
‘Deification’ as Transformation
in the Theology of Hilary of Poitiers
by Janet Sidaway
This study focuses on two significant aspects
of Hilary of Poitiers’ theology: his interpretation of how we ‘become God’ as individuals,
and the originality of his 12-volume De
trinitate in expressing it. It argues that Hilary’s ideas had their origin in his baptismal
confession of faith and Biblical exegesis, but
were then shaped by his response to the ‘Arians’ and to Marcellus of Ancyra.
155p (Peeters Publishers, December 2016, Studia Patristica Supplements 6)
paperback, 9789042933699, $82.00. Special Offer $66.00
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Tertullian’s Preface
to Marcion’s Gospel
by Markus Vinzent
Over the past few years, scholarship
has taken a new interest in the study of
Marcion and particularly in his Gospel. This
monograph first looks at Tertullian’s ways
of prefacing his works to then move to
his preface of his antimarcionite writings,
especially Adversus Marcionem, to then give
the text, translation and a close reading and
interpretation of his introduction to the Antitheses and Marcion’s Gospel in
the extended preface to book IV of Adversus Marcionem.
404p (Peeters Publishers, October 2016, Studia Patristica Supplements 5)
paperback, 9789042933200, $109.00. Special Offer $88.00

Revisiting Salome’s Dance in Medieval
and Early Modern Iconology
by Barbara Baert
Mark 6:14-29 and Matthew 14:1-12 recount the death of John the Baptist.
This essay revisits the iconographic motif of the dancing girl from an
interdisciplinary perspective involving exegesis, gender, anthropology, ritual
performance, psycho-energetics, Pathosformeln and paragone.
98p (Peeters Publishers, November 2016, Studies in Iconology 7) paperback,
9789042934283, $46.00. Special Offer $37.00
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Facing Abraham

Catholic Approaches
in Practical Theology

Seven Readings of Søren Kierkegaard’s
Fear and Trembling
edited by Frederiek Depoortere
Fear and Trembling is a classic in both theology and philosophy alike. In what is probably
his most well-known book, Denmark’s
most famous philosopher muses about the
Akedah story, the story within the book of
Genesis which recounts Abraham’s binding of
his son Isaac as a sacrifice to God. This collection brings together seven essays that read Fear and Trembling as a work that
can speak meaningfully to people in different places and at different times.
179p (Peeters Publishers, January 2017, Annua Nuntia Lovaniensia 74)
paperback, 9789042934306, $58.00. Special Offer $47.00

Theological Renewal and the
Resurgence of Integrism
The René Draguet Case (1942)
in its Context
by Ward De Pril
This volume studies the projects of theological renewal of Draguet, Charlier and Chenu,
as well as the history of the condemnations
of 1942. The opening of the Draguet archives
allowed for the historiography of the condemnation and rehabilitation of Draguet in
its relation to the condemnations of Chenu, Charlier and Buffon.
378p (Peeters Publishers, October 2016, Bibliotheca Ephemeridum
Theologicarum Lovaniensium 266) paperback, 9789042930360, $107.00.
Special Offer $86.00

The Many Faces of Religious Truth
Hilary Putnam’s Pragmatic Pluralism on Religion
by Niek Brunsveld
Religious statements can be true or false, and are not
merely arbitrary or personally meaningful. That is the
core thesis of this work in pragmatist philosophy of
religion. The argument in this study draws on Hilary
Putnam’s work in such fields as ethics, epistemology,
philosophy of language and philosophy of mind.
281p (Peeters Publishers, January 2017, Studies
in Philosophical Theology 57) paperback,
9789042933774, $93.00. Special Offer $75.00
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International and Interdisciplinary
Perspectives
edited by Claire E. Wolfteich
and Annemie Dillen
Practical theology is an established discipline in
the theological curriculum at both Protestant
and Catholic European universities. This book
provides a view of Catholic practical theological scholarship across different international
contexts, including Germany, Austria, the Netherlands, Belgium, Canada, India,
Croatia, Nigeria, Mexico, the United States, Australia, and the Philippines. Contributions encompass a variety of disciplines, methods, and communicative styles.
300p (Peeters Publishers, November 2016, Bibliotheca Ephemeridum
Theologicarum Lovaniensium 286) paperback, 9789042933835, $107.00.
Special Offer $86.00

Ranulph Higden, Speculum Curatorum —
A Mirror for Curates
Book II: The Capital Sins
by Eugene Crook and Margaret Jennings
Ranulph Higden’s Speculum curatorum was composed in England about 1350.
Book II treats the types and originating circumstances of all sin, but mostly
focuses on the seven capital sins: pride, avarice, lust, anger, gluttony, envy,
and sloth. Each is discussed with a thoroughness appropriate to the text’s
function as a manual of instruction for parish clergy.
420p (Peeters Publishers, October 2016, Dallas Medieval Texts and Translations
13.2) paperback, 9789042933309, $91.00. Special Offer $73.00

The Spiritual Tradition
in Eastern Christianity
Ascetic Psychology, Mystical
Experience, and Physical Practices
by David T. Bradford
A comprehensive survey of the means, goals,
and motivations of the ascetic life as represented in texts spanning the fourth and the
nineteenth century. Contemporary examples
are also included.
456p (Peeters Publishers, November 2016, Studies
in Spirituality Supplements 26) paperback,
9789042932845, $108.00. Special Offer $87.00

The Virtuous Life
Thomas Aquinas on the Theological
Nature of Moral Virtues
edited by Harm Goris and Henk Schoot
This book is devoted to the so-called moral
virtues. There are not only different interpretations of these infused moral virtues, but it also is
not unambiguous in the theology of Aquinas how
these virtues are related to the virtues human
beings acquire on their own accord.
312p (Peeters Publishers, February 2017, Thomas
Instituut Utrecht 17) paperback, 9789042934719,
$78.00. Special Offer $63.00
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Christian Leadership
in a Changing World
Perspectives from Africa and Europe
edited by Jack Barentsen, 		
Volker Kessler and Elke Meier
How can leaders live their Christian values in
a world which is changing at an ever faster
pace and getting more complex every day?
In this volume, more than a dozen authors
from Africa and Europe present the topic of
Christian leadership either from a theoretical
perspective—introducing new approaches, reflecting on biblical examples,
giving frameworks for evaluation—or through case studies presenting and
evaluating practical aspects of Christian leadership.
274p (Peeters Publishers, September 2016, Christian Perspectives on Leadership
and Social Ethics 3) paperback, 9789042934054, $71.00. Special Offer $57.00

Theology Made in Dignity
On the Precarious Role of Theology
in Religious Education
by Bert Roebben
In a post-secular society contemporaries are
challenged to raise and face existential questions in the midst of a plurality of (religious
and non-religious) worldviews. Children, adolescents and young adults are especially eager
for orientation in negotiating this plurality.
The book is rooted in the teaching praxis of
the author and reaches out to the centers of initial teacher education, where
future leaders learn to discover the theological dignity of religious education.
155p (Peeters Publishers, November 2016, Louvain Theological and Pastoral
Monographs 44) paperback, 9789042934160, $43.00. Special Offer $35.00

The Christian Platonism of Thomas Jackson
by James Bryson
Although Thomas Jackson (1579–1640) is recognized by scholars as the most
important theologian of the Laudian church, hitherto there has been no comprehensive study of his philosophical theology. From a close and comprehensive reading of his magnum opus—a massive commentary on the Apostle’s
Creed—this book shows how Jackson regards the Platonic tradition as an
essential and perennial resource for the Christian theologian, anticipating and
informing central aspects of Christian theological speculation and belief.
244p (Peeters Publishers, October 2016, Studies in Philosophical Theology 58)
paperback, 9789042933897, $89.00. Special Offer $72.00
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Believers in the Nation
European Religious Minorities in the
Age of Nationalism (1815–1914)
edited by R. Dagnino and A. Grazi
Existing literature on the subject has pointed
out that the sense of belonging generated
by nineteenth-century nationalism often
replaced religions in their public role of
shaping common identity. In fact, religions
did not get secluded into the private sphere
but kept playing a role in the national
discourse. The contributions in this volume reconstruct the adaptation
strategies of nineteenth-century Catholic, Jewish and Protestant minorities in
Europe as determined both by national contexts and internal dynamics.
205p (Peeters Publishers, June 2017, Groningen Studies in Cultural Change 52)
hardcover, 9789042933606, $85.00. Special Offer $68.00

Naturalism and Beyond
Religious Naturalism and its Alternatives
edited by Niels Henrik Gregersen and Mikael Stenmark
The book shows how an appeal to what is beyond empirically validated facts
resurfaces within most varieties of naturalism. But it also points to the fact
that immanentist frameworks are widely presupposed among contemporary
theologians who do not describe themselves as ‘naturalists’. Rival positions
and conflicts of interpretations emerge as to the question of transcendence
and the Beyond, and different philosophical theologies are at work.
272p (Peeters Publishers, October 2016, Studies in Philosophical Theology 59)
paperback, 9789042933903, $93.00. Special Offer $75.00

An Ethics of Mercy
On the Way to Meaningful Living
and Loving
by Roger Burggraeve
Living together, raising children outside
of marriage, remarriage after divorce, and
same-sex relationships, these behaviors have
become common in the wider society as well
as among Christians. Not only do they think
and act differently than the official Church
teaching, but they do so convinced that they
are acting rightly. This challenges ethics to respond by meeting people where
they are and helping them to grow towards the fullness of life and love.
312p (Peeters Publishers, October 2016) paperback, 9789042932876, $50.00.
Special Offer $40.00
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Centres and Peripheries in the
Early Second Temple Period

Economics in Persian-Period
Biblical Texts

edited by Ehud Ben Zvi 		
and Christoph Levin

Their Interactions with Economic
Developments in the Persian Period
and Earlier Biblical Traditions
by Peter Altmann

“Centre and periphery” frameworks have
been particularly helpful for research on
systems whose dynamics are strongly influenced by a substantially unequal distribution
of qualities. But what can these frameworks
contribute to the study of the early Second
Temple period? The essays in this volume address this question through the prism of the location of Jerusalem, diasporic
communities, Torah, roles of temples and royal courts, Jerusalem/Gerizim, the
Zion tradition, the universal kingdom of YHWH, the literary history of some
texts, socio-linguistic choices, and gender.
469p (Mohr Siebeck, October 2016, Forschungen zum Alten Testament 108)
hardcover, 9783161542930, $201.00. Special Offer $161.00

The Mysteries of Mithras

In this study, Peter Altmann lays out foundational economic conceptions from the ancient
Near East and earlier biblical traditions in
order to show how Persian-period biblical
texts build on these traditions to address the
challenges of their day. Economic issues are central for how Ezra and Nehemiah
approach the topics of temple building and of Judean self-understanding, and
economics are also important for other Persian-period texts.
342p (Mohr Siebeck, October 2016, Forschungen zum Alten Testament 109)
hardcover, 9783161548130, $179.00. Special Offer $144.00

Beyond Conflicts

A Different Account
by Attilio Mastrocinque

Cultural and Religious Cohabitations in Alexandria and Egypt
between the 1st and the 6th Century CE
edited by Luca Arcari

In this work, Attilio Mastrocinque cautions against an approach to Mithraism
based on the belief that this mystic cult resembles Christianity. He counters
that Roman Empire ideology and religion provide better clues on how to
approach the matter, contending too that Virgil proves to be more important
than the Avesta in understanding Mithraic iconography.
380p (Mohr Siebeck, June 2017, Orientalische Religionen in der Antike)
hardcover, 9783161551123, $150.00. 				
Special Offer $120.00

It cannot be doubted that there were various ways of interaction between
different groups in Graeco-Roman Egypt. Egypt emerges as a sort of exception
in the study of ancient cultures and religions, providing scholars with the possibility of relying on a great number and variety of documents. The aim of this
volume is to interactively explore this diverse documentary material.
420p (Mohr Siebeck, June 2017, Studien und Texte zu Antike und Christentum
/ Studies and Texts in Antiquity and Christianity) paperback, 9783161551444,
$120.00. Special Offer $96.00

The Nag Hammadi Codices
and Late Antique Egypt

Vicarious Kingship

The Talmud – A Personal Take

edited by Hugo Lundhaug and Lance Jenott

A Theme in Syriac Political
Theology in Late Antiquity
by Manolis Papoutsakis

The essays in this volume situate the Nag Hammadi Codices and their texts in the context of
late antique Egypt, treating such topics as Coptic
readers and readings, the difficulty of dating early
Greek and Coptic manuscripts, scribal practices,
the importance of heavenly ascent, asceticism,
and instruction in Egyptian monastic culture.
400p (Mohr Siebeck, October 2017, Studien und
Texte zu Antike und Christentum / Studies and
Texts in Antiquity and Christianity) paperback,
9783161539732, $143.00. Special Offer $115.00

Although the idea that the ruler on earth serves
as the vicegerent of God in heaven is not an
invention of Syriac writers, it appears that within
the Christian tradition, Syriac poets and homilists
between the fourth and sixth centuries are the
first to introduce “vicarious kingship” into a
consistent eschatological pattern.
227p (Mohr Siebeck, January 2017, Studien und
Texte zu Antike und Christentum / Studies and
Texts in Antiquity and Christianity) paperback,
9783161539299, $104.00. Special Offer $84.00

This collection of Daniel Boyarin’s previously
uncollected essays on the Talmud represents the
different methods and lines of inquiry that have
animated his work on that text. Ranging from linguistic work to the literary genres of the Talmud
in the Hellenistic context, he gives an account of
multiple questions and provocations to which
that prodigious book gives stimulation.
450p (Mohr Siebeck, September 2017, Texts
and Studies in Ancient Judaism) hardcover,
9783161528194, $225.00. Special Offer $180.00
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Selected Essays
by Daniel Boyarin
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The Fall of Jerusalem and the
Rise of the Torah

Theology from the Beginning
Essays on the Primeval History
and its Canonical Context
by Andreas Schüle

edited by Peter Dubovský, Dominik
Markl and Jean-Pierre Sonnet
The destruction of Jerusalem by the
Babylonians in 587 BCE is arguably the
most tremendous disaster in the Hebrew
Bible. How this decisive date relates to the
development of the Pentateuch, however,
is highly controversial. Is the trauma of
Jerusalem reflected in the five books of
Moses? This question is addressed from multiple perspectives in this volume.
381p (Mohr Siebeck, October 2016, Forschungen zum Alten Testament 107)
hardcover, 9783161540547, $149.00. Special Offer $120.00

Athtart
The Transmission and Transformation
of a Goddess in the Late Bronze Age
by Aren M. Wilson-Wright
This book proposes a new model for studying gods in the Ancient Near East. The key
insight is that the roles, functions, and
representations of deities correspond to the
daily routines of their worshippers. Soldiers
tend to worship martial gods, while farmers
tend to worship agricultural gods. The author
illustrates the utility of this model by applying it to a detailed study of the
goddess Athtart at three Late Bronze Age sites: Egypt, Emar, and Ugarit. He
demonstrates that multiple, distinct forms of Athtart existed at all three sites,
each corresponding to the daily routines of different social groups.
179p (Mohr Siebeck, October 2016, Forschungen zum Alten Testament, 2. Reihe
90) paperback, 9783161550102, $81.00. Special Offer $65.00

The Book of the Twelve – One Book or Many?
Metz Conference Proceedings 5–7 November 2015
edited by Elena Di Pede and Donatella Scaiola
The conference’s principal goal was to explore the link between theory, unstated
presuppositions and exegetical analysis. Two specific areas of interest were
taken into consideration here: should the Book of the Twelve be read as one
book, an anthology, or something else? And how should the individual texts of
the minor prophets be interpreted and/or how should certain texts be analyzed?
209p (Mohr Siebeck, December 2016, Forschungen zum Alten Testament, 		
2. Reihe 91) paperback, 9783161545535, $96.00. Special Offer $77.00
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The Primeval History (Genesis 1–11) is one
of the most complex theological compositions of the Old Testament/the Hebrew
Bible. Woven into its multi-layered text one
finds reflections on an array of fundamental
questions: How did the world come into
being? Who is its creator? What role does
humankind play in the larger scheme of creation? Why is the world that God
made not a perfect one? The essays in this volume address these and related
questions through close readings of Genesis 1–11 and by relating them to
kindred textual traditions throughout the Old Testament/the Hebrew Bible.
400p (Mohr Siebeck, June 2017, Forschungen zum Alten Testament) hardcover,
9783161539978, $180.00. Special Offer $144.00

Atonement and Purification
Priestly and Assyro-Babylonian Perspectives on Sin
and its Consequences
by Isabel Cranz
Biblical scholars frequently attempt to contextualize the Priestly ritual
corpus by comparing it to other ancient Near Eastern ritual traditions. This
comparative approach tends to detect a hidden polemic at work in the
Priestly Source (P) which was meant to highlight its distinctly monotheistic
outlook. Isabel Cranz reframes current understandings of P by comparing
Priestly rituals of atonement to their Assyro-Babylonian counterparts.
190p (Mohr Siebeck, May 2017, Forschungen zum Alten Testament, 2. Reihe)
paperback, 9783161549168, $83.00. Special Offer $67.00

The Formation of the “Book” of Psalms
Reconsidering the Transmission and Canonization of Psalmody
in Light of Material Culture and the Poetics of Anthologies
by David Willgren
By conceptualizing the “Book” of Psalms as an anthology, and by inquiring
into its poetics by means of paratextuality, David Willgren provides a fresh
reconstruction of the formation of the “Book” of Psalms and concludes,
in contrast to the canonical approach, that it does not primarily provide a
literary context for individual psalms. Rather, it preserves a dynamic selection
of psalms that is best seen not as a book of psalms, but as a canon of psalms.
491p (Mohr Siebeck, September 2016, Forschungen zum Alten Testament, 2.
Reihe 88) paperback, 9783161547874, $149.00. Special Offer $120.00
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Johannine Studies 1975–2017

The Gospel of Matthew
on the Landscape of Antiquity

by Francis J. Moloney
The voice of Francis J. Moloney has been
heard in Johannine studies for many
decades. This volume gathers shorter journal
articles from a publishing career that began
in 1975, placing them together with new
studies that appear for this first time, and
thus complementing Moloney’s already
well-known commentary and scholarly
monographs on the Fourth Gospel.
660p (Mohr Siebeck, March 2017, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum
Neuen Testament 372) hardcover, 9783161549601, $284.00. 		
Special Offer $228.00

The Berlin-Strasbourg Apocryphon

by Edwin K. Broadhead
Edwin K. Broadhead’s approach keeps
open the dialectical engagements and the
conflicting voices intrinsic to the Gospel of
Matthew. As a result, the consistently Jewish
textures of this gospel are emphasized, there
is a broader engagement with the landscape
of antiquity, and serious attention is given
to further developments in the history of
transmission. This focus on the developing tradition thus highlights, rather
than suppresses, the viability and the generative potential of such discourses.
360p (Mohr Siebeck, July 2017, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen
Testament) hardcover, 9783161544545, $195.00. Special Offer $156.00

New Essays on
the Apostolic Fathers

A Coptic Apostolic Memoir
by Alin Suciu
The incomplete state in which many Coptic
writings have survived makes them difficult
to assess, and the text studied in this book is
no exception. Preserved in two fragmentary
manuscripts, the Berlin-Strasbourg-Apocryphon—previously known as the Gospel
of the Savior—has been wrongly identified as a second-century gospel which was
bypassed in the formation of the Christian canon. Alin Suciu demonstrates
that this misunderstanding of the text derives from an insufficient knowledge
of Coptic literature. Rather, the Berlin-Strasbourg Apocryphon is one of the
numerous “apostolic memoirs.”
241p (Mohr Siebeck, January 2017, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen
Testament 370) hardcover, 9783161551062, $149.00. Special Offer $120.00

An Apostle in Battle
Paul and Spiritual Warfare in 2 Corinthians 12:1-10
by Lisa M. Bowens
In this close reading of 2 Corinthians 12:1-10, Lisa M. Bowens provides a
detailed historical-critical exegesis and comparative analysis to establish that
Paul links his ascent in 2 Corinthians 12:1-10 to 2 Corinthians 10:3-6 where he
foregrounds a cosmic battle around the mind and the knowledge of God.
280p (Mohr Siebeck, April 2017, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen
Testament, 2. Reihe) paperback, 9783161548604, $120.00. 		
Special Offer $96.00
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by Clare K. Rothschild
This volume comprises fifteen new essays on
the Apostolic Fathers with a focus on 1 and
2 Clement. An introductory essay investigates the role of 17th-century librarians in
the origination of the collection’s title. The
volume ranges widely within and beyond
early Christian literature.
300p (Mohr Siebeck, August 2017,
Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament) hardcover,
9783161551345, $180.00. Special Offer $144.00

Ways of Reading Scripture
Collected Papers
by Frances Young
This volume consists of previously published articles by Frances Young, a
scholar of early Christianity, well-known for her work, Biblical Exegesis and
the Formation of Christian Culture, together with a few newly composed additions. The studies are concerned with the New Testament, but their approach
is often not in the modern historico-critical mode. Rather, they bring new
insight through being informed by the author’s patristic specialism, by methodological enquiries, by her interest in doctrinal and theological reading, and
by exploration of the very nature and function of sacred scriptures.
490p (Mohr Siebeck, June 2017, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen
Testament 369) hardcover, 9783161540998, $225.00. Special Offer $180.00
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Matthew, Paul, and the
Anthropology of Law

Between Canonical
and Apocryphal Texts

by David A. Kaden

Processes of Reception, Rewriting,
and Interpretation in Early Judaism
and Early Christianity
edited by Jörg Frey, Claire Clivaz
and Tobias Nicklas

Drawing from Michel Foucault’s understanding of power, David A. Kaden explores how
relations of power are instrumental in forming law as an object of discourse in the Gospel
of Matthew and in the Letters of Paul. This
is a comparative project in that the author
examines the role that power relations play
in generating discussions of law in the first
century context, and in several ethnographies from the field of the anthropology of law from Indonesia, Mexico, the Philippines, and colonial-era Hawaii.
238p (Mohr Siebeck, September 2016, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum
Neuen Testament, 2. Reihe 424) paperback, 9783161540769, $119.00.
Special Offer $96.00

Sacramental Charity, Creditor Christology,
and the Economy of Salvation in Luke’s Gospel

This volume aims at a comparative study of
the processes of reception, rewriting and
interpretation between canonical and apocryphal texts in early Jewish and early Christian literature. A closer look at the respective developments in both corpora of
literature can open up new perspectives for understanding the developments
and changes between texts that were already considered authoritative and
their reception in new, “parabiblical” or “apocryphal” compositions.
480p (Mohr Siebeck, June 2017, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen
Testament) hardcover, 9783161539275, $218.00. Special Offer $175.00

Sense Perception and Testimony
in the Gospel According to John

by Anthony Giambrone
In this work, Anthony Giambrone investigates the appropriation and development of Jewish charity discourse in Luke’s Gospel. In contrast to previous
scholarship, neither the coherence of Lukan “wealth ethics” nor its contemporary actualization defines his study. Instead, the sacramental significance
of almsgiving becomes the starting point for a more theologically oriented
exegesis. The end result recognizes Luke’s “Christological mutation” of the
inherited tradition.The text is organized around three exegetical probes, each
handling parabolic material: i.e. Luke 7:36-50, 10:25-37, and 16:1-31.
380p (Mohr Siebeck, May 2017, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen
Testament, 2. Reihe) paperback, 9783161548598, $128.00. Special Offer $103.00

Sinners and Sinfulness in Luke
A Study of Direct and Indirect References
in the Initial Episodes of Jesus’ Activity
by Sławomir Szkredka
Slawomir Szkredka examines the role of both
direct and indirect references to sinfulness
in the initial episodes of Jesus’ activity. His
study reveals that the sinners are not an
easily identifiable category of characters
200p (Mohr Siebeck, May 2017,
Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen
Testament, 2. Reihe) paperback, 9783161550577, $113.00. Special Offer $91.00
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by Sunny Kuan-Hui Wang
In this book, Sunny Kuan-Hui Wang shows
that sense perception and testimony are
both significant and are used together with
the intention of drawing readers into the
narrative so that they become witnesses in
an emotionally engaged way. It is argued
that John’s use of sense perception together
with testimony is rooted in Jewish literature.
270p (Mohr Siebeck, May 2017, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen
Testament, 2. Reihe) paperback, 9783161547355, $113.00. Special Offer $91.00

The Pharisees and Figured Speech in Luke-Acts
by Justin R. Howell
A scholarly consensus holds that Luke is ambivalent toward the Pharisees.
What previous evaluations of the Lukan Pharisees have left unanswered,
however, is why Luke would give such an impression of these characters and
then what might lie behind the rhetorical effects of ambiguity. Justin R. Howell reevaluates the long-standing debate about the Pharisees in Luke-Acts,
arguing that there is ambiguity in the Lukan Pharisees because the author
has applied what ancient Greco-Roman rhetoricians call “figured speech.”
350p (Mohr Siebeck, June 2017, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen
Testament, 2. Reihe) paperback, 9783161550232, $135.00. Special Offer $108.00
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Religion as Orientation and Transformation
A Maximalist Theory
by Jan-Olav Henriksen
In this book, Jan-Olav Henriksen presents an argument for understanding religion as an expression of different types of
practices: those of orientation, transformation, and reflection. Instead of understanding religion first and foremost on the basis
of doctrine and propositionally articulated belief, he argues that religions should be seen primarily as practices that mediate
symbolic resources for orientation and transformation. The meaning of doctrine and reflection is constituted by its relation to
such practices. Thus, doctrine does not constitute religion. This approach allows for a maximalist understanding of religion,
i.e., seeing religions as a variety of phenomena relating to all dimensions of human experience. The volume offers a concrete,
practice-oriented and pragmatistic understanding of the role of religion in different realms of human life.
220p (Mohr Siebeck, June 2017, Religion in Philosophy and Theology) paperback, 9783161550980, $83.00. Special Offer $67.00

Massekhet Hullin

Religion and Nationhood

Text, Translation, and Commentary
by Tal Ilan

Insider and Outsider Perspectives
on Religious Education in England
edited by Brian Gates

Tal Ilan discusses over 100 traditions that
touch on women and gender. She shows
that “women” forever served as good “tools”
with which to discuss various topics such
as halakhic reliability, or the use of magic,
but more specifically that while the tractate
is intensely interested in beasts and beast
anatomy, women most often serve as points
of comparison with beasts for authors of the Talmud. In this way, the rabbinic
world view of the intermediate position of women between human and beast
is repeatedly demonstrated throughout the tractate.
671p (Mohr Siebeck, February 2017, A Feminist Commentary on the Babylonian
Talmud V/3) hardcover, 9783161552007, $209.00. Special Offer $168.00

Works of Love in a World of Violence

Understanding Bonhoeffer

Feminism, Kierkegaard, and the Limits of Self-Sacrifice
by Deidre Nicole Green

by Peter Frick

Drawing on the thought of Kant, Kierkegaard, and Nietzsche in order to
illuminate and interrogate feminist critiques of self-sacrifice, Deidre Nicole
Green relies on Kierkegaard’s view of Christian love to offer a constructive
theological framework for limiting self-sacrifice that resists an overly
simplistic identification of self-sacrifice with love. Although Kierkegaard’s
Works of Love deems Christian love essentially sacrificial, his view of love
also circumscribes the role of self-sacrifice within human life. Rather than
passively accept unjust relationships, works of love must seek to ameliorate a
world of violence.
204p (Mohr Siebeck, November 2016, Religion in Philosophy and Theology 89)
paperback, 9783161548451, $104.00. Special Offer $84.00
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The authors of this volume illuminate the
context for religion in public education
nationally and globally. Their principal focus
is on religious education in England, with its
distinctive matrix of Christianity, plurality
of beliefs and secularity. The volume’s
complementary attention to RE provision
in eight other countries and within Europe is revealing of each and a source
for comparative comment on the “English approach.” Religion is understood
universally as referring to the deepest meanings which we have generated to
live with, both individually and collectively.
512p (Mohr Siebeck, November 2016, Praktische Theologie in Geschichte und
Gegenwart 21) paperback, 9783161547294, $71.00. Special Offer $57.00

How are we to understand Bonhoeffer? In
these essays, Peter Frick attempts to answer
this question by examining different aspects
of Bonhoeffer’s thought, thus illuminating
the hermeneutical, philosophical, theological,
and social dimensions of his writings. The aim
of the volume is to present Bonhoeffer’s key
theological and philosophical ideas, and to
emphasize their contemporary relevance.
200p (Mohr Siebeck, May 2017) paperback, 9783161547232, $45.00.
Special Offer $36.00
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Gregorian & Biblical Press — Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft
Carthage, Constantinople
and Rome
Imperial and Papal Interventions in
the life of the Church in Byzantine
Africa (533–698)
by Stanisław Adamiak
The history of the Church in Byzantine
Africa was written not only in the dust of
galloping cavalry squadrons and in the
clamor of mutual anathemas in Christological quarrels. The proceedings and
canons of the councils, the exchange of and canons of the concils, the exange
of letters with Rome and Constantinople, and imperial rescripts have provided
us with some valuable insights into the everyday problems of the African
Church, and especially into the concerns that preoccupied her higher clergy.
194p (Gregorian & Biblical Press, December 2016, Miscellanea Historiae
Pontificiae 68) paperback, 9788878393479, $33.00. Special Offer $27.00

Ecclesiastical Office and the Participation of the Lay
Faithful in the Exercise of Sacred Power
Towards a Theological and Canonical Understanding of the Mutual
Orientation in the Sign of Christ
by Kevin Gillespie
The study sustains that ecclesiastical offices have a primordial content
based on the nature of one’s sacramental participation in the priesthood
of Christ, and the consequent participation in his threefold munera. This is
significant for appointment to ecclesiastical office, its proper exercise, and the
authoritative nature of public functioning.
496p (Gregorian & Biblical Press, February 2017, Tesi Gregoriana: Diritto
Canonico 107) paperback, 9788878393547, $30.00. Special Offer $24.00

A Changing Humanity
Fast-paced Living as a New Model
of Being
edited by Samuele Sangalli
Humanity has passed from a slow and static
world to a fast and interconnected way of
living. This change has consequences in
dealing with space and time, in shaping a
culture, in regulating daily work and, most of
all, in searching for the meaning of human
existence. These were the main fields of
investigation, and are here presented as the fruits of a shared intellectual
journey. The first section regards the different approaches to human changing, the second gathers the findings of a shared and intensive debate on the
various aspect of human life mentioned above.
312p (Gregorian & Biblical Press, November 2016, Fuori Collana) paperback,
9788878393462, $28.00. Special Offer $23.00

A Christian Theory of Justice
by Elke Mack
A Christian Theory of Justice is a pluralismcompatible Christian ethics with global reach.
With regard to countless global problems,
like the extreme poverty of almost a billion
human beings, a paradigm shift in Christian
ethics towards a consensus-oriented theory
of justice is essential.
236p (Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft, February
2017, Ethik in den Sozialwissenschaften – Ethics
in the Social Sciences 1) paperback, 9783848735839, $59.00. Special Offer $48.00

The People of God in Lumen Gentium

Walking the Path of Service
An Exegetical-Theological Study of Gal 5,13–18 and 2 Cor 4,1–6
by Llane B. Briese

A Theological Renewal of Institutional Ecclesiology
and its Implications
by Gerald Azike

This dissertation examines the only two passages in the Pauline corpus in
which the language of a divine word, the moral walk, and the Horizontal
slavery metaphor—one that describes how human beings serve each
other—appears. After situating each passage in its historical and literary
contexts, the study comments on each passage verse by verse and then
discusses the significant theological themes that the periscopes educe.
336p (Gregorian & Biblical Press, September 2016, Tesi Gregoriana: Teologia
223) paperback, 9788878393455, $23.00. Special Offer $19.00

The argument of this work is based on the Ecclesiology of Vatican II with
specific interest on the image of the people of God. Through the aid of
conclusions from the research, the work is able to provide a more accurate
understanding of the image as it was adopted in the council. It demonstrates
how the image as the second chapter of Lumen Gentium renewed the preconciliar understanding of the Church as institution.
398p (Gregorian & Biblical Press, December 2016, Tesi Gregoriana: Teologia
225) paperback, 9788878393509, $25.00. Special Offer $20.00
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ARC Humanities Press — Aschendorff Verlag
Universitätsverlag Winter — Viella – libreria editrice
The Scholastic Project

The Gendered Body

by Clare Frances Monagle

Female Sanctity, Gender Hybridity
and the Body in Women’s Hagiography
by Sarah Schäfer-Althaus

The Scholastic Project locates medieval
theology within its unsaid. It explains the
implicit ideological commitments that
underscored the making of elite Christian ideas
in the Middle Ages. Looking at canonical works
by Lombard, Aquinas, and Scotus, this novel
study explicates the political inhering within
the abstract doctrinal argumentation of their
dialectical thought.
85p, 4 illus (Arc Humanities Press, January 2017, Past Imperfect)
paperback, 9781942401070, $14.95. Special Offer $12.00
PDF e-book, 9781942401087, $14.95. Special Offer $12.00
EPUB eBook, 9781942401230, $14.95. Special Offer $12.00

Liturgical Life and
Latin Learning at Paradies
bei Soest, 1300–1425
Inscription and Illumination in the
Choir Books of a North German
Dominican Convent
by Jeffrey Hamburger, 		
Eva Schlotheuber, Susan Marti
and Margot Fassler
This study explores the intellectual,
scribal, artistic and musical culture of
the Dominican nuns of Paradies from a variety of perspectives. Taking as
its subject a little-known group of fourteenth- and early fifteenth-century
liturgical manuscripts from the Dominican convent of Paradies bei Soest
(Westphalia), the book also offers a revisionary account of the development
of the Dominican order in late medieval Germany. Two antiphonaries, three
graduals and additional fragments made both for and by the nuns testify
to a self-conscious liturgical culture closely tied to the development of the
Dominican order’s female branch. One manuscript in particular contains an
unparalleled wealth of inscribed images which make it the most extensively
illuminated liturgical manuscript of the entire Middle Ages. The learned
inscriptions allow for not only a reconstruction of the nuns’ library, but also a
thorough re-evaluation of the learning and Latin literacy of mendicant nuns
in the late fourteenth century.
2 vols, 1408p, illus (Aschendorff Verlag, February 2017) hardcover,
9783402130728, $223.00. Special Offer $179.00
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The (female) body was a highly controversial
and much debated topic in the Middle
Ages. It constantly had to negotiate its
place between glorification and crucifixion,
between superiority and subordination and
many social, cultural and gender-related
implications were closely connected to it.
This study investigates the complex historical, cultural, sociological and
gendered constructions of the medieval female body in popular female
saints’ legends. By focusing on frequently recurring body parts in women’s
hagiography, such as the breast, hair(styles) and the tripartite construction of
mouth, teeth and tongue, it critically reflects on the gendered treatment of
these body parts against the ideological and religious background of its genre
and the role of women at that time.
184p (Universitätsverlag Winter, January 2017, Regensburger Beiträge zur
Gender-Forschung 8) hardcover, 9783825366803, $44.00. 		
Special Offer $36.00

The Waldensian Church
in Piazza Cavour
edited by Laura Ronchi De Michelis
The Waldensian Church completes the
perimeter on the north-east side of Piazza
Cavour, (dominated to the south by the
monumental Palace of Justice). The church
was built between 1910 and 1913 in the
new neighbourhood of Prati di Castello to
house church premises and apartments.
It was planned in the hybrid liberty style
of the time, recalling the Romanesque model of the united church, and it
was the first religious building in Rome to be built with reinforced concrete.
Its facade facing St. Peter’s, the very heart of Roman Catholicism, might then
have been seen as an act of confrontation, instead it marked the presence of
Protestantism in the capital of Italy. The church, in its hundred-year history,
has become an essential reference point in the discussions and dialogue
between Christian denominations.
112p (Viella - libreria editrice, September 2016, Fuori Collana) paperback,
9788867286874, $15.00. Special Offer $12.00
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Brepols Publishers — Harrassowitz Verlag
A Syriac Service-Book from Turfan

Holy Wealth

Museum für asiatische Kunst, Berlin MS
MIK III 45
edited by Erica C.D. Hunter 		
and J.F. Coakley

Accounting for This World and The Next in Religious Belief
and Practice: Festschrift for John R. Hinnells
edited by Almut Hintze and Alan Williams

In 1905, a substantial Syriac manuscript
containing a Christian service-book was
discovered at the monastery site of Bulayïq.
The present volume offers for the first time
an edition of the Syriac text, English translation and critical introduction to MIK III 45.
200p (Brepols Publishers, June 2017, Berliner Turfantexte 39) paperback,
9782503574714, $97.00. Special Offer $78.00

This volume, presented to John R. Hinnells on his 75th Birthday, focuses on
the interface between material and spiritual wealth, a theme that runs across
many religions and cultures and that incorporates a major strand of John R.
Hinnells’s particular fascination with the Zoroastrians of ancient and modern
times, and his more general interest in the positive and life-affirming aspects
of religious traditions across many domains.
294p (Harrassowitz Verlag, February 2017, Iranica 24) hardcover,
9783447107464, $109.00. Special Offer $88.00

Persian Religion in the
Achaemenid Period / La religion
perse à l’époque achéménide

The Anti-Witchcraft Ritual Maqlû
The Cuneiform Sources of a Magic
Ceremony from Ancient Mesopotamia
by Daniel Schwemer
This book examines the epigraphy and
history of transmission of the cuneiform
sources of the Maqlû anti-witchcraft
ritual, one of the major compositions of
ancient Mesopotamian exorcistic lore and a
masterpiece of Babylonian literature.
224p (Harrassowitz Verlag, June 2017)
hardcover, 9783447107709, $129.00. Special Offer $104.00

edited by Wouter F. M. Henkelman
and Céline Redard
This volume addresses a range of issues
relating to Persian religion at the time of
the Achaemenid Empire (550-330 BCE),
focusing on newly identified or recently
published sources and on current (and
ongoing) debates.
576p (Harrassowitz Verlag, April 2017) hardcover, 9783447106474, $133.00.
Special Offer $107.00

The Zoroastrian Law to Expel the
Demons: Widewdad 10–15

Reporting Christian Missions
in the Eighteenth Century

Critical Edition, Translation and Glossary
of the Avestan and Pahlavi Texts
by Miguel Angel Andrés-Toledo

Communication, Culture of Knowledge and
Regular Publication in a Cross-Confessional
Perspective
edited by Markus Friedrich 			
and Alexander Schunka

The text Widewdad—“Law Serving to Keep
the Demons Away”—is one of the longest and
most important sources for the study of the
Zoroastrianism of the ancient Iranian and the
Middle Iranian periods. Despite its outstanding
importance, this primary source has, due to the
high degree of difficulty of the subject matter,
until recently attracted hardly any attention.
394p (Harrassowitz Verlag, December 2016,
Iranica 23) hardcover, 9783447106047,
$109.00. Special Offer $88.00
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Regular reporting on extra-European Christian missions was a distinctive feature of the early modern era,
changing the worldviews of Europe and Europeans.
This collection of essays offers an innovative approach
to this phenomenon by comparing different missionary publications from a cross-confessional perspective.
200p (Harrassowitz Verlag, December 2017,
Jabloniana 8) hardcover, 9783447108256, $92.00.
Special Offer $74.00
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The Power of Interpretation:
Imagined Authenticity –
Appropriated Identity
Conflicting Discourses on New Forms of
African Christianity
edited by Klaus Hock
The papers presented in this volume inspect new
forms of African Christian life. These forms are
the result of interactions between European and
African Christianities in a realm both “beyond”
and “amidst” their specific contexts.
258p (Harrassowitz Verlag, November 2016,
Studien zur Aussereuropäischen Christentumsgeschichte / Studies in the History of Christianity
in the Non-Western World 29) paperback,
9783447107389, $66.00. Special Offer $53.00
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Sahidic 1 Samuel – A Daughter
Version of the Septuagint 1 Reigns

The Other Side
Apocryphal Perspectives
on Ancient Christian ‘Orthodoxies’
edited by Candida R. Moss,
Tobias Nicklas, Christopher Tuckett
and Joseph Verheyden

by Elina Perttilä
The Sahidic version of 1 Samuel is an ancient
daughter version of the Septuagint. Because
the Sahidic translation was made before
most of the Greek manuscripts we know
were copied, it potentially contains ancient
readings no longer preserved or only faintly
attested in the Greek tradition. This study
considers the Sahidic version of 1 Samuel as
a translation and how it may best be used in Greek textual criticism.
272p (Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, March 2017, De Septuaginta Investigationes 8)
hardcover, 9783525540572, $138.00. Special Offer $111.00

A Sure House
Studies on the Dynastic Promise to
David in the Books of Samuel and Kings
by Jan Rückl
This book contains a study of the texts
referring or alluding to the dynastic promise
to David in the books of Samuel and Kings
(and the “Law of the King” in Deuteronomy
17,14–20). Special attention is paid to the
textual problems of some of the studied
passages, especially 2 Sam 7, which has
different meanings in the most important textual witnesses.
360p (Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, December 2016, Orbis Biblicus et Orientalis
281) hardcover, 9783525544075, $138.00. Special Offer $111.00

Reading Images, Seeing Texts
Towards a Visual Hermeneutics
for Biblical Studies
by Ryan P. Bonfiglio
This volume offers a sustained
engagement of theories of visual culture
with the goal of further refining how
images are utilized in biblical research.
371p (Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht,
November 2016, Orbis Biblicus
et Orientalis 280) hardcover,
9783525544068, $138.00. 		
Special Offer $111.00
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Anyone who wishes to manage their sources
adequately must work with categories that
help to bring order to the transcribed material. In many cases, such categories simultaneously shape the way in which we evaluate
our sources. Critical reflection of the chosen categories is therefore crucial for
robust historical study. This rings especially true when certain categories are
not viewed through neutral eyes, but through polemically judgemental eyes.
300p (Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, June 2017, Novum Testamentum et Orbis
Antiquus/Studien zur Umwelt des Neuen Testaments 117) hardcover,
9783525540589, $150.00. Special Offer $120.00

The Legacy of Barthélemy
50 Years after Les Devanciers d’Aquila
edited by Anneli Aejmelaeus and Tuukka Kauhanen
Les Devanciers d’Aquila by Dominique Barthélemy (1963) is an epoch-making
work on the textual history of the Septuagint. On the basis of his analysis
of the Nahal Hever Minor Prophets Scroll, Barthélemy developed his theory
of an early Hebraizing revision, designed to bring the traditional text of the
Septuagint closer to the Hebrew text,. The present volume consists of papers
presented at the 50th anniversary symposium of Les Devanciers d’Aquila.
230p (Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, April 2017, De Septuaginta Investigationes 9)
hardcover, 9783525540626, $168.00. Special Offer $135.00

Laws of Heaven – Laws of Nature /
Himmelsgesetze – Naturgesetze
Legal Interpretations of Cosmic Phenomena in the
Ancient World / Rechtsförmige Interpretationen
kosmischer Phänomene in der antiken Welt
edited by Konrad Schmid and Christoph Uehlinger
The legal interpretation of cosmic phenomena stretches back to
the ancient Near East and can be found in Old Testament literature.
The study taps into a number of important texts and formulates a
new approach to the concept of “natural law” in antiquity. English
and German text.
183p (Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, April 2016, Orbis Biblicus et Orientalis
276) hardcover, 9783525544051, $75.00. Special Offer $60.00
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In Search of the Promised Land?
The Hasmonean Dynasty
Between Biblical Models
and Hellenistic Diplomacy
by Katell Berthelot
This study challenges the widespread
historiographical consensus that the Hasmoneans embarked on wars of conquest in
order to reconquer the Promised Land, the
Biblical Land of Israel.
448p (Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, June 2017,
Journal of Ancient Judaism. Supplements
24) hardcover, 9783525552520, $125.00.
Special Offer $100.00
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V&R Academic — Evangelische Verlagsanstalt
The True Human Being

Congregational Studies Worldwide

The Picture of Jesus
in K. E. Løgstrup’s Thought
by Maria Louise Odgaard Møller

The Future of the Parish
and the Free Congregatio
edited by Thorsten Latzel 		
and Gerhard Wegner

The aim this book is threefold: to clarify how
and why Jesus is presented in the pre-1968
writings of the Danish theologian and
philosopher K.E. Løgstrup (1905–1981);
to include a discussion with Bultmann and
two of his students in order to clarify the
character of his Christology; to consider the
systematic-theological validity of this picture of Jesus.
300p (Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, June 2017, Studia Aarhusiana
Neotestamentica 4) hardcover, 9783525536179, $97.00. Special Offer $78.00

What is the current situation of church parishes and congregations? This book presents
research into this topic from all over the world.
China is among the countries represented, as
are the United States, Switzerland, Germany
and Scandinavia. The researchers have identified and defined a number of different lines of development.
304p (Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, May 2017, Evangelische Akademie
Frankfurt 1) paperback, 9783374049028, $32.00. Special Offer $26.00

Pauline Hermeneutics

Prostestant Traditions
and the Soul of Europe

Exploring the Power of the Gospel
edited by Kenneth Mtata 		
and Eve-Marie Becker
Paul’s letters are of crucial importance for
Christian theology and church life. In this
publication, scholars in biblical studies and
systematic theology reevaluate to what
extent twenty-first-century Lutherans can
rediscover the Pauline paradigm of the
‘power of the Gospel.’
200p (Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, March 2017, LWF Studies 03/2016)
paperback, 9783374048427, $26.00. Special Offer $21.00

edited by Gijsbert van den Brink
and Gerard den Hertog
What binds contemporary Europeans
together in terms of cultural values that
go beyond a common interest in economic
growth? Contributions to a common sense
of belonging that have been made by the
traditions of European Protestantism are
carefully investigated.
220p (Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, March 2017) paperback, 9783374048540,
$48.00. Special Offer $39.00

Migration and Faith

Born Again

Realness through Mediating Body

The Migrations of the Schwenkfelders
from Germany to America – Risks and
Opportunities
by Horst Weigelt

A Portrait and Analysis of the Doctrine
of Regeneration within Evangelical
Protestantism
by Stephen J. Hamilton

The Emergence of Charismatic/Pentecostal
Communities in Beirut
by Oleg Dik

This monograph is the first to pursue the challenges on the faith of the Schwenkfelder Silesian
refugees. The effects ranged from declines and
multifarious alterations to the strengthening and
deepening of their traditional faith and piety.
230p (Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, April 2017,
Forschungen zur Kirchen- und Dogmengeschichte
110) hardcover, 9783525564356, $58.00.
Special Offer $47.00

This study creates a portrait of “born-again”
Christianity by providing a general introduction to
the doctrine of regeneration, including its development in modernity, as well as short exegeses
of relevant scriptural texts, followed by a close
reading of four theologians.
348p (Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, April 2017,
Research in Contemporary Religion 23) hardcover,
9783525604571, $125.00. Special Offer $100.00
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After the end of the civil war in 1990, the Charismatic/Pentecostal (C/P) movement in Beirut
spread across various Christian denominations.
C/P believers narrated how Jesus became real
to them via the experience of the Holy Spirit.
The author explains this impression of realness
through embodiment.
314p (V&R unipress, May 2017, Kirche
– Konfession – Religion 71) hardcover,
9783847107194, $58.00. Special Offer $47.00
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